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1. Introduction 
This report has been prepared in support of a planning permit application under Section 57 of the Land 

Use Planning and Approval Act 1993 (the ‘Act’) to develop land at Powranna Road, Cressy 

(CT198031/1), (the ‘subject site’) for a grain handling facility.  

 

This application has been relodged with Council in order to address community concerns regarding the 

proposed development, whilst also providing greater clarity on the use, and additional information on 

XLD’s existing operations currently near the subject site. 

 

This application is to be read in conjunction with the following supporting documentation: 

 

Document Consultant  

Development Plans  KOTZUR 

Traffic Impact Assessment Midson Traffic Pty Ltd 

IPD Stormwater Runoff Design 

Landscape Plan Inspiring Place 

Photo Montages (three view points) Another Perspective 
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2. Rationale for the Development 
XLD as the developer, are seeking to construct a new grain handling facility. The new facility will 

consolidate XLD’s three existing facilities onto one site.  The larger facility, which will be located on the 

subject site at Powranna Road, Cressy less than 7km from the existing XLD grain silos situated 135/130 

Powranna Road. Figure 1 shows the existing XLD operations in relation to the proposed new site.  

 

The new consolidated facility is needed to accommodate Tasmania’s rapidly expanding grain and cereal 

production. Over the past 5 years, Tasmania’s production of cereal and oil seeds has doubled from 

approximately 60,000 tons to 130,000 tons (Source ABARE/ABS). Most of this expansion has been 

within the Northern Midlands Municipality.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Map of subject site to be developed (red), and existing sites (yellow) used by XLD which will cease 
operations. 
 

The relocation of the facility 7km to the west will not attract new or additional traffic to Powranna Road. 

The existing facilities which XLD currently operate from on Powranna Road will not be used once the 

new site is developed.  
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3. Subject site and proposal 

3.1 Site and development details  

Address Powranna Road, Cressy TAS 7302 

Property ID 6748167 

Title: 198031/1 

Land area 52.97ha 

Planning Authority Northern Midlands Council (‘Council’) 

Covenants or Agreements None on title 

Application status Discretionary application 

Existing Access Powranna Road 

Zone Rural Resource Zone 

Use Class Resource Processing 

Proposed development Ten grain silos 18.3m height 

Three grain silos 13.9m height 

Two grain bunkers 32m x 200m 

Shed 60m x 24m x 7m (wall height) 

Shed 36m x 24m x 7m (wall height) 

Weighbridge 

Testing area – container 12.19m x 2.44m x 2.59m 

New access to Powranna Road 

Detention Basin. 

Overlay/s Bushfire Prone Areas 

Existing development Vacant agricultural land 

Waterways Watercourse and dam 

Electricity Existing overhead 
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3.2 Proposed Use and Development 
The proposal is for use and development under the resource processing use class. The application is 

for a silo development and grain handling facility including a number of ancillary buildings, infrastructure 

and a new access onto Powranna Road. 

 

Under Clause 8.2 of the Northern Midlands Interim Planning Scheme 2013, each proposed use or 

development must be categorised into one of the use classes listed in table 8.2. 

 

Under table 8.2 the use falls into the resource processing use class. 

 

Resource Processing use of land for treating, processing, or packing plant or animal resources. 

Examples include an abattoir, animal saleyard, cheese factory, fish 

processing, milk processing, winery, and sawmilling. 

 

In addition to the use class, the silos are classified as an Agricultural use, which is defined under Clause 

4.1.3 as: 

 

use of the land for propagating, cultivating or harvesting plants or for keeping and 

breeding of animals, excluding pets. It includes the handling, packing or storing of 

plant and animal produce for dispatch to processors. It includes controlled 

environment agriculture, intensive tree farming and plantation forestry. 

 

The development of silos and a grain handling facility is specifically for the processing and storing of 

grain for dispatch. The use will include the delivery of grain to the site, weighing, storing and dispatch 

from the site. 

 

Resource Processing is a Discretionary use under the Rural Resource Zone, with agricultural uses 

listed as a key purpose in clause 26.1.1 of the scheme.  

26.1.1 Zone Purpose Statements 

26.1.1.1 To provide for the sustainable use or development of resources for 

agriculture, aquaculture, forestry, mining and other primary industries, 

including opportunities for resource processing. 

26.1.1.2 To provide for other use or development that does not constrain or conflict 

with resource development uses. 

26.1.1.3 To provide for economic development that is compatible with primary 

industry, environmental and landscape values. 

 

The zone allows the use of the land for agriculture and aims to protect the use within the zone. The 

Rural Resource Zone is not a residential zone The purpose of the zone is not to protect residential 

amenity, but to protect agricultural uses to ensure long term sustainability of the sector. 

 

This is further emphasised in the Local Area Objectives under Clause 26.1.2 (a) Primary Industries: 

 

Resources for primary industries make a significant contribution to the rural  

economy and primary industry uses are to be protected for long-term 

sustainability. 
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Use of the site: 

 

▪ Outside of the harvest period (May – November), the site will operate from 7am to 3pm Monday – 

Friday. 

 

▪ During harvest period (December- April), the site will operate from 7am to 7pm Daily. There is on 

occasion (approximately 10 nights a year) where the facility will remain open until approximately 

11pm to allow the harvest to be delivered and protected in storage, thus saving the product from 

waste. This is a rare occurrence but necessary given the nature of harvest and weather events.  

 

▪ The harvest period runs from December to April each year (5 months). On average, the site will 

receive 22 trucks a day over this period. Outside of the harvest period (May – November), the site 

will receive an average of 7 trucks per day.  

 

▪ During harvest time, there will be 4-6 staff working on site. The remainder of the time will see 1-2 

staff working onsite. 

 

▪ The site will be registered under the Tasmanian Governments Biodiversity Act under which XLD 

currently operate. The practices and activities of the site will be governed by the policies and 

procedures set out in that Act.  

 

▪ There is very little in the way of chemicals stored on the site. XLD is a member of Grain Trade 

Australia (GTA) and follows the protocols and procedures gazetted by GTA. As part of the 

registration with Biosecurity Tasmania, XLD is required to comply with regulations in relation to 

chemical useage on grains and oilseeds. Practically speaking, any chemical used will most likely 

be contained within the sealed silo. Some use of glyphosate to control weeds may be required 

around the site on occasion.  

 

▪ XLD has a Bird Management Policy which has been successfully implemented at the existing 

handling site. A similar policy would be actioned at the new site.  

 

▪ A landscape plan has been prepared and is provided as part of the application. The landscape plan 

has been prepared by ‘Inspiring Place’ landscape designers  and would be planted as part of the 

development. Fast growing species which can grow to 2.5m in height within a few years have been 

chosen.  
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Development: 

 

Silo type 1 – shown on plan as GP22-12 

There are ten type one silos proposed. These silos are 18.3m in height (maximum) and 16.7 diameter.  

 

Silo type 2 – shown on plan as GPE10-7-45 

There are three type two silos proposed. They stand 13.964m n height and are constructed on stands 

above ground. The diameter is 7.3m. 

 

 
Figure 2 Elevations of proposed silos 
 

 

 
Bunkers 

There will be two bunker sites. This includes open storage of grain at ground level with a flexible tarp 

covering. The bunkers measure 32m x 200m. Heights are variable depending on changing quantities. 

The bunkers are developed by removing the topsoil and compacting the subsoil layer. No road base or 

other compacted material is used. 

 

 
Figure 3 Indicative representation of grain bunker, similar to what is proposed onsite. 
 

 

Sheds 

There are two sheds proposed for associated use. They will be constructed from Colorbond (Ironstone 

or similar colour) and will be used for machinery storage and for some grain storage.  

 

Shed 1 - The dimensions will be 60m x 24m and 7m in height.  

 

Shed 2 - The dimensions will be 36m x 24m and 7m in height. 

 

Detention basin 

A Detention basin has been designed to manage stormwater runoff. The provided plan from IPD 

provides details of the detention basin with detailed design provided prior to works commencing.  
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Other: 

The development includes a weighbridge and container (dimensions 12.19m x 2.44m x 2.59m) located 

in proximity to the silos. The container provides a weather proof space to be used for testing of the 

product.  

 

There will be a dryer unit located to the east of the silos.  

 

A new detention basin, details of which have been provided by IPD, is proposed to the west of the 

existing access.  

 

The built development (silos and sheds and associated infrastructure) will be setback from the frontage 

to Powranna Road by 396m (varied due to the curvature of Powranna Road); 82m from the west 

boundary; and, 105m from the east boundary. 

 

A new access will be created from Powranna Road and an internal road will be developed for truck 

access to. The road will be developed with gravel. A Traffic Impact Assessment has been provided with 

this application to address the applicable standards. The TIA recommends the construction of a basic 

auxiliary right turn lane from Powranna Road.  
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3.3 Subject site and surrounding area 

 

 

Subject site 

CT198031/1 

Approximate 

development 

area 

Figure 4 Aerial view of the subject site (Source: LISTMap) 

Figure 5 Subject site and indication of development area. (Source: LISTMap) 
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The site is situated within Cressy, off Powranna Road approximately 8km east of the township of Cressy 

and 8km west of the Midland Highway 

 

The site is irregular in shape with an area of 52.97ha. The lot has a substantial area that fronts 

Powranna Road and is joined to Spencers Road through narrower sections of land. 

 

The proposed development will be located on the section of land nearer to Powranna Road, set north 

(behind) the existing farm dam. 

 

The surrounding area is predominantly agricultural in use, with Powranna Road providing built 

agricultural infrastructure including existing silo developments.  

 

The Figure 6 provides a snapshot of the local area, and the types of large agricultural, commercial, and 

industrial developments which exist. The distance from the existing site to the proposed new location is 

marked for reference.  

Figure 6 Map of agricultural and commercial development within the local area. 
 

The subject site is located centrally to existing industry and development in the Powranna Road and 

Cressy Area. Most of the businesses highlighted on the above map are supportive to agribusiness and 

associated industries in the local and wider area.  

Figure 7 View of existing warehouses and sheds used by Simplot Potatoes, close to subject site. 
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Figure 8 View of existing XLD silo site on Powranna Road 

 
Figure 9 View of existing Vaucluse silos on Powranna Road 

 
Figure 10 Pivot irrigator typical of agricultural built infrastructure near the site 
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3.4 Photos of subject site.  

 
Figure 11 Subject site access point looking east 
 

 
Figure 12 Subject site access point looking south west 
 

 
Figure 13 Subject site looking north from Powranna Rd 
 

 
Figure 14 Subject site looking NE from Powranna Rd 
 

  

 
Figure 15 Existing access point from Powranna Rd looking north over subject site 
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4. Planning Assessment 

4.1  Zoning 
The site is zoned Rural Resource (RRZ) under the scheme.  

 

4.2  Overlays 
The subject site is affected by the Bushfire Prone Areas Overlay (hatched area). 

 
Figure 17 Overlays affecting the subject site (Source: LISTMap) 

Rural Resource Zone 

Bushfire prone area 

Figure 16 Zoning of the subject site and surrounding area (Source: LISTMap) 
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5. Planning Scheme Zone Assessment 

5.1  Zone assessment  

26  Rural Resource Zone 

26.2  Use Table 

Discretionary 

 

Resource processing If not directly associated with produce from the subject site 

 

26.3  Use Standards 

26.3.1  Discretionary Uses if not a single dwelling 

A1 If for permitted or no permit 

required uses. 

P1.1 It must be demonstrated that the use is consistent with local area 

objectives for the provision of non-primary industry uses in the 

zone, if applicable; and 

P1.2 Business and professional services and general retail and hire 

must not exceed a combined gross floor area of 250m2 over the 

site. 

A2 If for permitted or no permit 

requires uses. 

P2.1 Utilities, extractive industries and controlled environment 

agriculture located on prime agricultural land must demonstrate 

that the: 

i) amount of land alienated/converted is minimised; and 

ii) location is reasonably required for operational efficiency; and  

P2.2 Uses other than utilities, extractive industries or controlled 

environment agriculture located on prime agricultural land, must 

demonstrate that the conversion of prime agricultural land to that 

use will result in a significant benefit to the region having regard 

to the economic, social and environmental costs and benefits. 
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A3 If for permitted or no permit 

requires uses. 

P3 The conversion of non-prime agricultural to non-agricultural use 

must demonstrate that:  

a) the amount of land converted is minimised having regard to: 

i) existing use and development on the land; and 

ii) surrounding use and development; and 

iii) topographical constraints; or  

b)  the site is practically incapable of supporting an agricultural use 

or being included with other land for agricultural or other primary 

industry use, due to factors such as: 

i) limitations created by any existing use and/or development 

surrounding the site; and 

ii) topographical features; and 

iii) poor capability of the land for primary industry; or 

c)  the location of the use on the site is reasonably required for 

operational efficiency. 

A4 If for permitted or no permit 

required uses. 

P4 It must demonstrated that: 

a) emissions are not likely to cause an environmental nuisance; 

and 

b) primary industry uses will not be unreasonably confined or 

restrained from conducting normal operations; and 

c) the capacity of the local road network can accommodate the 

traffic generated by the use. 

A5 The use must: 

a) be permitted or no permit 

required; or 

b) be located in an existing 

building. 

P5 It must be demonstrated that the visual appearance of the use is 

consistent with the local area having regard to: 

a)  the impacts on skylines and ridgelines; and 

b)  visibility from public roads; and 

c)  the visual impacts of storage of materials or equipment; and 

d)  the visual impacts of vegetation clearance or retention; and 

e) the desired future character statements. 
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Response 

P1.2 The use is consistent with the local area objectives. As outlined previously, the application is 

classified as an agricultural use under the scheme. The Local Area Objectives seek to protect 

and sustain primary industry uses. A primary industry use is an activity that includes either 

mining, agriculture, and forestry. The application complies with performance criteria.  

 

P1.2 Not applicable. The use is not for business and professional services, or general retail and hire.  

 

P2 Not applicable. The use is not for Utilities, extractive industries or controlled environment 

agriculture which is located on prime agricultural land.  

 

P3 Not applicable. The application is for an agricultural use. The application is not seeking to 

convert non primary agricultural land to a non-agricultural use.  

 

P4  

a) Emissions as a result of the activity will be minimal. The use is relatively low impact and does 

not generate any excessive noise or dust. There will be no odours associated with the activity. 

The proposed hours of operation are 7am to 3pm outside of harvest season. During harvest 

season, the hours of operation are 7am to 7pm, with operations extending past these times 

only on particularly productive harvest days. The closest dwelling is located to the south west, 

approximately 400m from the access. This dwelling is separated by a tree buffer along 

Powranna Road. Other dwellings in the vicinity are over 1km from the site.  

 

b) The agricultural use will not constrain any primary industry use from continued operation. Silos 

along Powranna Road have historically operated in harmony with nearby primary industry uses. 

XLD must adhere to best practice biosecurity measures, along with implementation of bird 

management, ensuring nearby primary industry uses will not be constrained or affected. The 

adjoining properties will be able to continue to operate as per existing conditions. 

 

c) The local road network will be able to accommodate the traffic generated by the use. The 

application to develop will see XLD relocate from their existing sites on Powranna Road. The 

traffic movements will transfer to the 7km stretch of road from the subject site to the location of 

their current site to the east. A TIA has been provided that demonstrates the capacity of the 

local road network can accommodate the traffic by the use. The TIA has recommended a basic 

right turn be provided on Powranna Road. Council has confirmed adequacy of the TIA as the 

road authority.  

 

P5 The visual of the appearance of the use is considered consistent with the local area. In 

undertaking this analysis, it must be understood what is meant by the ‘local area’. The scheme 

does not require the use be visually consistent with adjoining properties. The emphasis on ‘local 

area’ implies a larger geographical area which should be taken into consideration when 

undertaking an assessment of compliance.  

 

 The Macquarie Concise Dictionary defines “local” as: 

 

  “relating to a town or small district rather than the entire state of country” 

 

 In this context, the Local area is the surrounding land which forms part of the district of Cressy 

to the south, east and west, and Longford to the north. The landscape in this part of the 

Midlands demonstrates a consistency in agricultural use and topography. To assist in 

geographically defining the area, a radius of 10-15km from the site is considered suitable as 

the local area.  
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Figure 18 Visual depiction of the local area, 15km radius from site. 

 

 The local area is predominantly for the purposes of agriculture. The majority of the land is used 

for cropping, pasture and grazing. The presence of some larger industry and associated 

agricultural infrastructure within the local area is not uncommon or out of character in the local 

area.  

 

The existing Vaucluse and XLD silos are located 7km to the east of the subject site. Simplot 

potato processing plant is situated 6km south of the site. To the west of the subject site is  lies 

Cressy Transport, Burlington Berries and Petuna Aquaculture. 

 

Reference is made to the map provided in Figure 6, which outlines the established agricultural 

and commercial development in the local area. These uses contain commercial and quasi-

industrial buildings, sheds, silos, outdoor storage of materials, infrastructure, and are generally 

situated in close proximity to public roads.  

 

The development currently before Council is sited 396m back from Powranna Road. A 

landscape plan has been provided to ensure any visual impacts associated with the 

development are minimised when viewed from public areas. The proposed tree buffer which 

surrounds the site will screen much of the use from public view. Fast growing species have 

been chosen and which are characteristic of the Midlands area.  

 

With these points in mind, the performance criteria are responded to below: 

 

a) The impacts on skylines and ridgelines will be negligible. To demonstrate this impact, 3D 

montages have been provided which demonstrate the appearance of the use from various 

viewpoints. In addition, a landscaping plan which proposes tree planting will be 
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implemented by the developer as part of the works. The 3D montages provided also take 

this tree planting into consideration.  

 

The land gradually rises to the north. The silos and associated development will not extend 

above proposed and surrounding tree lines visible from the site. The development does not 

unreasonably protrude above the surrounding landscape or present any visual bulk against 

the context of skylines. There is no noticeable or obvious ridgeline on the site which 

enhances or exaggerates the development.  

 

b) The use will be visible from public roads. However, the development will be setback 396m 

from the Powranna Road boundary. This setback is significantly greater than other 

development within the local area. Reference is drawn to silo developments on Powranna 

Road which are constructed approximately 100m from the road. The setback and proximity 

from the road significantly reduce the visual impact of development. The visibility from 

public roads will be further minimised by the tree plantings which form part of the 

application. Once established, the tree plantings will screen the majority of the use and 

development as well as onsite activities.  

 

c) There is no proposed storage of materials or equipment outside. While grain will be stored 

on site this is not considered a material. Notwithstanding, the use is screened from public 

areas and partially screened from adjoining properties as a result of proposed landscaping 

onsite.  

 

d) There is no proposed vegetation clearance. Vegetation plantings will form a significant part 

of the application in order to soften and screen the visual appearance of the use.  

 

e) The Desired Future Character Statements (DFCS) state that visual impacts within the rural 

landscape are to be minimised so that  impacts and effects are not obtrusive.  

 

The developer has gone to considerable lengths to minimise any visual impacts associated 

with the use. This includes setting the development nearly 400m from the front boundary 

and proposing a substantial landscape plan to be implemented. The DFCS refers to the 

effect of development not being obtrusive. The development, in the context of the local 

area, is not undesirably obvious or distinctive. While the development will be visible, it will 

be surrounded by vegetation and with ample boundary setback from public areas. The 

colours of the sheds (being ironstone) are consistent with similar shed developments in the 

local area. Silos are considered normal to the rural landscape and so the proposed is not 

out of character with the rural landscape in this part of Cressy or the rural landscape along 

Powranna Road.  

 

In relation to vegetation plantings, fast growing species have purposefully been identified 

as appropriate by ‘Inspiring Place’. Good soil preparation and establishment of watering 

will aid in speed of growth. It is expected that within 3 years trees would be around 2.5m in 

height.  
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Figure 19 Photo montage of silos, taken looking east at the subject site from Powranna Road. 

 

 

 
Figure 20 Extract of proposed site landscaping and tree plan by Inspiring Place 

  

 

26.4  Development Standards 

26.4.1  Building Location and Appearance 

Objective 

 To ensure that the: 

a. ability to conduct extractive industries and resource development will not be constrained by 
conflict with sensitive uses; and 
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b. development of buildings is unobtrusive and complements the character of the landscape 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1
  

Building height must not exceed: 

a) 8m for dwellings; or 

b) 12m for other purposes. 

P1
  

Building height must: 

a) be unobtrusive and complement the 
character of the surrounding landscape; 

and 

b) protect the amenity of adjoining uses 
from adverse impacts as a result of the 
proposal. 

 

Response 

P1 The performance criteria are addressed, specifically in relation to the proposed silo structures. 

The sheds have a proposed height of 7m to the wall, and 9m to the apex, and meet the 

acceptable solution for building height.  

 

The tallest developed structure (Silo type 1) will be 18.38m in height which is 6.3m higher than 

the acceptable solution height of 12m. The silos are setback 396m from the front boundary, 

and a minimum of 105m from the closest side boundary.  

 

The performance criteria seek to ensure the building height is unobtrusive. When viewed in the 

context of the proposed vegetation plantings and significant boundary setback, the 

development achieves this. There is not a requirement for buildings to be invisible. These 

buildings have been located to ensure they are not prominent when viewed from outside of the 

subject site. The buildings are not obvious or protruding and the visual effect is mitigated. This 

is demonstrated by the photo montages showing various locations and provided with the 

application.  

 

Regard has been given to the landscape, surrounding vegetation, rural character, and 

relationship this development will have with the landscape. The surrounding landscape is that 

area within 5-10km of the subject site. It is smaller than the previously identified local area.   

 

The character of the agricultural area is considered highly modified, this includes but is not 

limited to: 

▪ Farm dams 

▪ Farm sheds 

▪ Large commercial and industrial sheds 

▪ Pivot irrigators 

▪ Rural Fencing 

▪ Mature trees, including established vegetation at the front and through the centre of 

the site.  

▪ Speedway and associated infrastructure.  

▪ Silo developments along Powranna Road.  

▪ Property accesses and private farm driveways.  

 

The site is not within a residential area and does not retain the natural landscape features that 

contribute to a significant scenic landscape. The agricultural use necessitates a larger building 

height, and subsequently is considered to be typical of the character of the surrounding rural 

and agricultural landscape. The landscaping plan provided by Inspiring Place will significantly 

reduce the visual impact of the proposal so that it complements the surrounding environment. 

This proposal will fit within the existing landscape.  
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The application complies with the performance criteria.  

 

 
Figure 21 Visual representation of development looking west at the subject site. 

 

A2 Buildings must be set back a minimum of: 

a) 50m where a non-sensitive use or extension 
to existing sensitive use buildings is 
proposed; or 

b) 200m where a sensitive use is proposed; or 

c) the same as existing for replacement of an 
existing dwelling. 

P2 Buildings must be setback so that the use is 
not likely to constrain adjoining primary 
industry operations having regard to: 

a) the topography of the land; and 

b) buffers created by natural or other 
features; and 

c) the location of development on adjoining 
lots; and 

d) the nature of existing and potential 
adjoining uses; and  

e) the ability to accommodate a lesser 
setback to the road having regard to:  

i) the design of the development and 
landscaping; and  

ii) the potential for future upgrading of 
the road; and  

iii) potential traffic safety hazards; and  

iv) appropriate noise attenuation. 

Response 

P2 The sheds have a side boundary setback of 24m. The reduced boundary setback for the 

proposed shed will not constrain any adjoining primary industry operation. The proposed 

development is itself considered a primary industry use.  

 

5.2 Code Assessment 

E1 Bushfire prone areas code 
The site is affected by the Bushfire prone areas overlay however the Code does not apply to 

this proposal. There is no subdivision, hazardous or vulnerable use proposed as part of the 

development.  
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E4 Road and railway assets code 
 Please refer to Annexure 3 for the Traffic Impact Assessment. 

E6  Parking and sustainable transport code 
This Code applies to all use and development.  

Car parking needs commensurate to the use can be accommodated on site. See Annexure 3. 

E9  Wetland and Waterway Code 
The wetland and waterway code applies to development within 50m of a wetland or 

watercourse. In this instance, a culvert will be provided for the proposed agricultural track, and 

a stormwater detention basin will be constructed within 50m of the watercourse.  

 

A soil and water management plan will be undertaken prior to any works commencing on the 

site. There is no proposed removal of native vegetation within 50m of the watercourse or 

wetland.  

 

E9.6.2 Water Quality Management 

 

P1 The stormwater detention basin will discharge to the existing watercourse which 

transects the property. A stormwater management system which facilitates erosion and 

sediment control has been proposed. The system will ensure the natural flow regimes 

and water quality of the waterway are not impacted. Potential sources of contamination 

will be minimised through the appropriate and detailed design of the system. It is not 

expected that the discharge would result in any impact on riparian vegetation or habitat.  

 

P2.1 The new source discharge point from the detention basin into the drainage line will not 

give rise to pollution as defined under the Act. Best environmental practice will be 

adopted when undertaking the detailed engineering design. There is no proposal to 

discharge pollutants into the watercourse.  

6. Conclusion 
The proposal comprises the development of a grain handling facility within the context of the agricultural 

landscape. The primary industry use is compatible with the zone purpose, local area objectives and 

desired future character statements. The setbacks are generous and work with the irregular shape of 

the lot.  

 

The visual effects of the development will be mitigated to ensure the development is not obtrusive, due 

in part to plantings and vegetation which will largely screen the development from public areas. A 

landscape plan and photo montages have been provided in support of the application and to accurately 

show how the development will appear once plantings are established after a few years.  

 

The proposal will allow continued operation of a facility that is vital to Tasmania’s food production and 

agribusiness sector. The development does not represent a new facility as much as it is a consolidation 

of existing operation in the area. 

 

The TIA confirms that the site and road network is appropriate to accommodate the proposed use.  

 

Subsequently, approval is sought from the Council for this appropriate agricultural development within 

a rural environment.  
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Annexure 1 – Certificate of Title Plan and Folio Text 
 
Annexure 2 – Site and proposal plan 
 
Annexure 3 – Traffic Impact Assessment 
 
Annexure 4 – Site Landscaping Plan 
 
Annexure 5 – Photo Montages of Development 
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XLD Commodities - Traffic Impact Assessment 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Midson Traffic were engaged by XLD Commodities to prepare a traffic impact assessment for a proposed 

grain storage agricultural development at Powranna Road, Cressy. 

1.2 Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) 

A traffic impact assessment (TIA) is a process of compiling and analysing information on the impacts that 

a specific development proposal is likely to have on the operation of roads and transport networks.  A TIA 

should not only include general impacts relating to traffic management, but should also consider specific 

impacts on all road users, including on-road public transport, pedestrians, cyclists and heavy vehicles. 

This TIA has been prepared in accordance with the Department of State Growth (DSG) publication, Traffic 

Impact Assessment Guidelines, August 2020.  This TIA has also been prepared with reference to the 

Austroads publication, Guide to Traffic Management, Part 12: Traffic Impacts of Developments, 2019. 

Land use developments generate traffic movements as people move to, from and within a development.  

Without a clear understanding of the type of traffic movements (including cars, pedestrians, trucks, etc), 

the scale of their movements, timing, duration and location, there is a risk that this traffic movement may 

contribute to safety issues, unforeseen congestion or other problems where the development connects to 

the road system or elsewhere on the road network.  A TIA attempts to forecast these movements and 

their impact on the surrounding transport network. 

A TIA is not a promotional exercise undertaken on behalf of a developer; a TIA must provide an impartial 

and objective description of the impacts and traffic effects of a proposed development.  A full and detailed 

assessment of how vehicle and person movements to and from a development site might affect existing 

road and pedestrian networks is required.  An objective consideration of the traffic impact of a proposal is 

vital to enable planning decisions to be based upon the principles of sustainable development. 

This TIA also addresses the relevant sections of E4.0, ‘Road and Railway Assets Code’, and E6, ‘Car Parking 

and Sustainable Transport Code’, of the Northern Midlands Interim Planning Scheme, 2013. 

1.3 Statement of Qualification and Experience 

This TIA has been prepared by an experienced and qualified traffic engineer in accordance with the 

requirements of Council’s Planning Scheme and The Department of State Growth’s, Traffic Impact 

Assessment Guidelines, August 2020, as well as Council’s requirements. 

The TIA was prepared by Keith Midson.  Keith’s experience and qualifications are briefly outlined as follows: 

▪ 26 years professional experience in traffic engineering and transport planning. 

▪ Master of Transport, Monash University, 2006 

▪ Master of Traffic, Monash University, 2004 
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▪ Bachelor of Civil Engineering, University of Tasmania, 1995 

▪ Engineers Australia: Fellow (FIEAust); Chartered Professional Engineer (CPEng); Engineering 

Executive (EngExec); National Engineers Register (NER) 

 

1.4 Project Scope 

The project scope of this TIA is outlined as follows: 

▪ Review of the existing road environment in the vicinity of the site and the traffic conditions on the 

road network. 

▪ Provision of information on the proposed development with regards to traffic movements and 

activity. 

▪ Identification of the traffic generation potential of the proposal with respect to the surrounding 

road network in terms of road network capacity. 

▪ Traffic implications of the proposal with respect to the external road network in terms of traffic 

efficiency and road safety. 

 

1.5 Subject Site 

The subject site is located in Powranna Road between Chintah Road and East Panshanger Road (property 

ID 6748167, title reference 198031/1).  The site is currently a vacant rural lot. 

The subject site and surrounding road network is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Subject Site & Surrounding Road Network 

 

Image Source: LIST Map, DPIPWE 

1.6 Reference Resources 

The following references were used in the preparation of this TIA: 

▪ Northern Midlands Interim Planning Scheme, 2013 (Planning Scheme) 

▪ Austroads, Guide to Traffic Management, Part 12: Traffic Impacts of Developments, 2019 

▪ Austroads, Guide to Traffic Management, Part 6: Intersections, Interchanges and Crossings, 2020 

▪ Austroads, Guide to Road Design, Part 4A: Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections, 2021 

▪ Department of State Growth, Traffic Impact Assessment Guidelines, 2020 

▪ Roads and Maritime Services NSW, Guide to Traffic Generating Developments, 2002 (RMS Guide) 

▪ Roads and Maritime Services NSW, Updated Traffic Surveys, 2013 (Updated RMS Guide) 

▪ Australian Standards, AS2890.1, Off-Street Parking, 2004 (AS2890.1:2004) 
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2. Existing Conditions 

2.1 Transport Network 

For the purpose of this report, the transport network consists of Powranna Road only.  Powranna Road 

connects between the Midland Highway and Cressy Road (a total distance of approximately 17 kilometres).  

It provides access to predominantly rural properties along its length, as well as several connecting roads 

including East Panshanger Road, Chintah Road and Mount Joy Road. 

Powranna Road carries approximately 1,000 vehicles per day1 and has a posted speed limit of 100-km/h.  

The sealed pavement width is approximately 5 metres with narrow unsealed shoulders.  Powranna Road 

carries a relatively high proportion of heavy vehicle traffic (short duration speed surveys at the site’s access 

indicates that heavy vehicle proportion is 20% during typical business hours). 

Powranna Road adjacent to the subject site is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 Powranna Road 

  

 

2.2 Road Safety Performance 

Crash data can provide valuable information on the road safety performance of a road network.  Existing 

road safety deficiencies can be highlighted through the examination of crash data, which can assist in 

determining whether traffic generation from the proposed development may exacerbate any identified 

issues. 

Crash data was obtained from the Department of State Growth for a 5+ year period between 1st January 

2017 and 31st May 2022 for the full length of Powranna Road. 

 
1 It is noted that connecting roads have the following volumes: Poatina Main Road 260m west of Powranna Road carries 709 vpd 
(2021); Midland Highway immediately south of the Powranna Road junction carries 7,985 vpd (2021). 
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The findings of the crash data is summarised as follows: 

▪ A total of 14 crashes were reported during this time. 

▪ Severity.  2 crashes involved minor injury; 1 crash involved first aid at the scene; 11 crashes 

involved property damage only. 

▪ Time of day.  The majority of crashes were reported between 7:00am and 7:00pm (11 crashes).  

Afternoon crashes were dominant with 8 crashes occurring between 12:00pm and 5:30pm. 

▪ Day of week.  Crashes were relatively evenly disbursed by day of week.  3 crashes were reported 

on Wednesdays and Saturdays; 2 crashes reported on Mondays, Thursdays and Sundays; 1 crash 

was reported on a Tuesday, Friday and a Sunday. 

▪ Crash types.  4 crashes involved single vehicle ‘other-curve’; 2 crashes involved single vehicle 

‘other-straight’; 2 crashes involved ‘cross-traffic’ collisions between two vehicles; and various other 

crashes. 

▪ Crash locations.  3 crashes were reported at the intersection of Cressy Road; 2 crashes were 

reported at the intersection of Chintah Road/ Mount Joy Road; 1 crash was reported at the Midland 

Highway intersection; 8 crashes were reported at midblock locations.  The crash locations are 

shown in Figure 3. 

▪ Vulnerable road users.  1 crash involved a motorcycle (5:00am, Saturday 3rd August 2019, 

involving a motorcycle losing control on the carriageway resulting in property damage only). 

 

The Crash data is consistent with the crash rate of a low volume rural road with a speed limit of 100-km/h.  

The crash data does not indicate that there are any pre-existing road safety deficiencies in the network. 

Figure 3 Crash Locations 

 

Source:  Department of State Growth 
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3. Proposed Development 

3.1 Existing Operations 

The development will effectively consolidate three existing sites that are currently operated by XLD.  

Current operations require truck movements between sites (for example. Trucks are currently weighed at 

site 147657/1 then must return onto Powranna Road/ Highway to be unloaded and then return to 147657/1 

to be weighed again). 

The three existing site locations are shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 Existing Sites 

 

 

3.2 Development Proposal 

The proposal is a grain storage agricultural development (relocated from three existing sites as noted in 

Section 3.1).  The development includes a number of silos, along with various outbuildings.  The 

development will consolidate the existing operations from the existing three sites to one site. 

The development includes a new access location at Powranna Road and a series of three loop roads for 

access to the various components of the site.  A summary of the development is as follows: 

▪ 8 x 2700 MT Silos 

▪ 3 x 335MT Silos 
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▪ Dryer Room 

▪ Fertilizer shed (3k capacity of grain) 

▪ Machinery shed 

▪ Bunkers – 2 x 15k bunker 

 

The proposed development layout is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Proposed Development Plans 
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4. Traffic Impacts 

4.1 Trip Generation 

The proposed development will relocate and streamline existing operations form three sites to one.  Traffic 

generation was determined from existing operations as follows: 

▪ Harvest runs from December to April each year.  An average of 22 trucks per day (44 two-way 

movements per day) result from processing activities on the site during this period. 

▪ During harvest 4 to 6 staff are on site.  This equates to 12 car movements per day (two-way 

movements).  The total average daily generation during harvest periods is therefore 56 vehicles 

per day. 

▪ Peak truck generation during harvest is 6 trucks per hour.  This equates to 12 two-way movements 

per hour.  Including 2 staff movements within this peak results in a total peak of 14 vehicles per 

hour. 

▪ Outside of harvest periods (May to November) an average of 7 trucks will access the site per day 

(14 two-way truck movements per day). 

▪ 1 to 2 staff are on site outside of harvesting periods.  This equates to 4 car movements (two-way) 

per day.  The total average daily generation outside harvest periods is 18 vehicles per day, with a 

peak of 2-4 vehicles per hour. 

 

It is further noted the traffic generation will effectively reduce traffic associated with existing operations 

of XLD across three sites that will be consolidated into the proposed development.  The traffic generation 

is therefore displacement of activity to the subject site and an overall reduction of traffic movements on 

the surrounding network, through streamlining of operations. 

4.2 Trip Assignment 

Existing XLD operations consist of 52% of truck movements from Cressy and 48% from the Midland 

Highway.  This equates to relatively even distribution of turning movements at the site’s access. 

4.3 Access Impacts 

The Acceptable Solution A3 of Clause E4.6.1 of the Planning Scheme states “For roads with a speed limit 

of more than 60km/h the use must not increase the annual average daily traffic (AADT) movements at the 

existing access or junction by more than 10%”. 

In this case the existing site is a vacant lot that effectively generates no traffic.  The traffic generation 

therefore does not satisfy the requirements of Acceptable Solution A3 of Clause E4.6.1 of the Planning 

Scheme. 

The Performance Criteria P3 of Clause E4.6.1 of the Planning Scheme states: 
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“For limited access roads and roads with a speed limit of more than 60km/h: 

a) access to a category 1 road or limited access road must only be via an existing access or junction 

or the use or development must provide a significant social and economic benefit to the State or 

region; and 

b) any increase in use of an existing access or junction or development of a new access or junction 

to a limited access road or a category 1, 2 or 3 road must be for a use that is dependent on the site 

for its unique resources, characteristics or locational attributes and an alternate site or access to a 

category 4 or 5 road is not practicable; and 

c) an access or junction which is increased in use or is a new access or junction must be designed 

and located to maintain an adequate level of safety and efficiency for all road users”. 

 

The following is relevant with respect to the development proposal: 

a. Not applicable – the road is not a category 1 or limited access road. 

b. Not applicable – the road is not a category 1, 2 or 3 road or limited access road. 

c. The design of the access will facilitate the safe movements of all design vehicles and provide an 

appropriate level of safety and efficiency. 

 

Based on the above assessment, the development meets the requirements of Performance Criteria P3 of 

Clause E4.6.1 of the Planning Scheme. 

4.4 Sight Distance 

The Acceptable Solution A1 of Clause E4.7.4 of the Planning Scheme states “sight distance at an access 

or junction must comply with the Safe Intersection Sight Distance shown in Table E4.7.4”.  The 

requirements of Table E4.7.4 of the Planning Scheme is reproduced in Table 1. 

Table 1 Planning Scheme SISD Requirements 
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The “Vehicle Speed” is defined in the Planning Scheme as “the actual or recorded speed of traffic passing 

along the road and is the speed at or below which 85% of passing vehicles travel”.  This is often referred 

to as the “Design Speed” or the “85th Percentile speed” in traffic engineering terminology. 

A small sample of vehicle speeds were recorded using a hand-held radar device Friday 1st July during the 

afternoon (approximately 1.5 hours duration between 3:00 and 4:30pm).  The speed survey indicated that 

the 85th percentile speed is approximately 90-km/h in both directions near the subject site's access (84-

km/h eastbound and 85-km/h westbound).  A summary of the speed sample is provided in Table 2.  

Table 2 Speed Survey Summary 

Statistic Eastbound Westbound 

Sample size 11 vehicles 13 vehicles 

Average speed 77-km/h 76-km/h 

85th percentile speed 84-km/h 85-km/h 

Minimum speed 63-km/h 63-km/h 

Maximum speed 86-km/h 89-km/h 

All speeds (‘T’ = truck) 

km/h 

82, 78, 74, 77, 86, 71(T), 75, 86, 80, 77, 

63(T) 

87, 85, 64(T), 71, 76, 75, 82, 

89, 78, 74, 63(T), 66(T), 73 

 

Table E4.7.4 of the Planning Scheme requires a SISD of 210 metres for an 85th percentile speed of 90-

km/h.   

The available sight distances from the site’s proposed access location along Powranna Road is as follows: 

▪ 245 metres to the east of the access 

▪ 230 metres to the west of the access 

 

The available sight distance therefore meets the requirements of Acceptable Solution A1 of Clause E4.7.4 

of the Planning Scheme.   

It is noted that available sight distance is limited by vegetation growing on the inside corner on both 

approaches to the access (at the extremities of the available sight distance).  Vegetation maintenance is 

therefore recommended to maximise sight distance. 
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4.5 Access Assessment 

4.5.1 Driveway  

Council relies on the design criteria of LGAT Tasmanian Standard Drawings and Subdivision Guidelines, 

2013 for the design of new access junctions. 

The LGAT general requirements for a ‘truck access to rural properties’ design is reproduced in Figure 6.  It 

is noted that the internal access road is wider than the minimum requirement of 4.0 metres, thus facilitating 

two-way truck movements.  The access will be required to accommodate the swept paths of b-double 

trucks into and out of the site at Powranna Road. 

Figure 6 LGAT Standard Access Design Minimum Standards 

  

4.5.2 Access Design 

The Austroads Part 6, provides the guiding technical requirements for junction treatments.  In an rural 

context (85th percentile speed 60-km/h), the requirements for junction turning lane treatments are 

reproduced in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 Austroads Turning Lane Warrants 

 

 

The major road volume is estimated to be approximately 100 vehicles per hour (noting daily volume of 

1,000 vehicles per day).  The peak right turning volumes associated with the site’s access are likely to be 

5 vehicles per hour (noting that peak generation is estimated to be 14 vehicles per hour, then assuming 

70% of this generation is inward, and 50% of this entering traffic turns right into the site). 

This results in the Austroads Basic Auxiliary Right turn lane (BAR) requirement.  This requires localised 

road widening adjacent to the access to enable vehicles to pass a vehicle propped to turn right into the 

site.  Conceptually this is shown in  

Figure 8 (reproduced from Austroads Part 6, Figure 3.1). 

 

Figure 8 Austroads BAR Treatment 
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4.6 Road Safety Impacts 

No significant adverse road safety impacts are expected for the proposed development.  The following 

points are relevant in relation to road safety: 

▪ The typical peak traffic generation of the development is likely to be 14 vehicles per hour.  This 

represents an average of 1 vehicle movement every 4.5 minutes.  The access can cater for this 

peak generation at a high level of efficiency, noting also that outside peak harvesting periods the 

peak generation is likely to be around 10 vehicles per hour. 

▪ Adequate sight distance is available at site’s access on Powranna Road for the prevailing vehicle 

speeds.   

▪ The crash history in the surrounding road network near the subject site does not indicate that 

there are any existing road safety issues that may be exacerbated by the increased traffic 

generated by the proposed development. 
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5. Parking Assessment 

5.1 Parking Provision 

No formal parking is proposed.  Parking will be available as ‘on-street’ within the internal road network of 

the development. 

On-site staffing levels will vary between 1 and 6 people depending on the activities being conducted.  This 

would require a maximum of 6 on-site car parking spaces to be provided.  This is available within the 

internal road network. 

Similarly, the development facilitates the loading and unloading of trucks adjacent to the grain silos and 

storage facilities.  There is sufficient internal road to accommodate numerous b-double trucks within the 

site at any one time. 

5.2 Planning Scheme Requirements 

The Acceptable Solution A1 of Clause E6.6.1 of the Planning Scheme states “the number of car parking 

spaces must not be less than the requirements of Table E6.1”. 

Table E6.6.1 of the Planning Scheme states no parking requirement for ‘resource development/ other’.  

The parking provision therefore meets the requirements of Acceptable Solution A1 of Clause E6.6.1 of the 

Planning Scheme. 
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6. Conclusions 

This traffic impact assessment (TIA) investigated the traffic and parking impacts of a proposed grain 

storage and agricultural development at Powranna Road, Cressy.  The development will effectively 

consolidate three existing sites that are currently operated by XLD Commodities. 

The key findings of the TIA are summarised as follows: 

▪ The traffic generation of the development will range between 14 and 56 vehicles per day.  Traffic 

generation will be relatively evenly spread throughout the day with a peak of up to 14 vehicles per 

hour (two-way movements).  Outside peak harvesting periods, the peak traffic generation is likely 

to be around 2-4 vehicles per hour.  The traffic generation is effectively relocated from three 

existing sites.   

▪ The traffic generation of the development will not have any significant adverse impacts on road 

safety or efficiency of the surrounding road network. 

▪ The available sight distance at the site’s access meets the requirements of Acceptable Solution A1 

of Clause E4.7.4 of the Planning Scheme.  Vegetation maintenance is recommended on the inside 

corners of Powranna Road opposite the site to maximise sight distance. 

▪ The construction of a Basic Auxiliary Right turn lane is recommended at the site’s access at 

Powranna Road. 

 

Based on the findings of this report and subject to the recommendations above, the proposed development 

is supported on traffic grounds. 
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5th September 2022  

 
Attn: Ben Seamer 
 XLD Commodities 

6 Russell Street,  
Evandale TAS 

 
Email: ben@xldcommodities.com 

Our ref: 2150 - BoD 

Your ref: 

Dear Ben,  

 

Planning Application – Powranna Road, Powranna (PID: 6748167) 

Stormwater and sediment Runoff, Basis of Design 

IPD Consulting Pty Ltd (IPD) have been engaged by XLD commodities (XLD) to develop a basis of 

design for the stormwater runoff at the proposed grain bunker development located on Powranna Road 

(PID: 6748167), Powranna.  

1 Project Understanding  

IPD understand the proposed development will comprise a series of engineered hardstands which will 

support grain silos, storage sheds and grain bunkers. Due to the nature of engineered pavements, 

these areas will effectively become impervious resulting in increased stormwater runoff. 

Due to an increase in stormwater runoff and proposed land use, onsite sediment detention basins will 

be required to manage discharged stormwater quality. 

2 Design Basis 

IPD propose to provide a stormwater management system which facilitates erosion and sediment 

control in line with current industry standards. In this instance, IPD recommend Part D – Erosion and 

Sediment Control of the department of state growth (DSG) specification Sec 176 – Environmental 

Management is adopted.  

This specification requires the sediment and erosion control system to be in accordance with the 

International Erosion Control Association ‘Best Practice Erosion and Sediment Control’ (IECA, 2008). 

The sediment control infrastructure will likely comprise a Type C sediment basin – a general 

arrangement of such provided in Appendix A. The sediment basin would be sized to, as a minimum: 

• Accommodate a min. of 50% of the 1EY event in the settlement zone; and 

• Provide emergency discharge capacity for up to a 2% AEP event. 

3 Site Context 

To provide an order of magnitude of the required size for the sediment basin, using the above design 

basis, IPD have undertaken a high-level assessment. The results of which summarised below: 

• For an IECA compliant Type C or type F/D sediment basin for this site, a single sediment 

basin would be in the order of 20m wide x 75m long.  

• Over and above the IECA requirements, if stormwater detention is required, approximately 

0.9 ML of pre-storm capacity would be required for the 1:20 AEP. 
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IPD Consulting Pty Ltd                      2 
Infrastructure Planning & Design 

A nominal footprint and location for an IECA compliant sediment basin is provided in the catchment 

plan attached as Appendix B. 

4 Detailed Design 

Upon approval of the development application a detailed design of the stormwater network and its 

accompanying erosion and sediment control system would be required. The above design basis may 

be slightly altered during the detailed design; however, the design philosophy would remain. 

 

 

We would be happy to discuss any aspect of the above. If you require any further information or 

clarification on any of the above details, please don’t hesitate to contact me on Mob: 0447 276 449 or 

Email: sfisher@ipdconsulting.com.au  

 

Kind regards, 

 

 

Sean Fisher 

Senior Civil Engineer, BE, CPEng, MIEAust, NER, RPEQ 
 

IPD Consulting Pty Ltd 
 

 

Attachments: 

Appendix A. Sediment Basin – Typical Arrangement 

Appendix B. Catchment Overview – Design vs Existing 
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FOR PLANNINGThe Essential First Step.
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Our ref: 6748167; PLN-22-0218;  
Enquiries: Ryan Robinson 
 
 
23/09/2022 
 
 
PO Box 593 
MOWBRAY   7248 
via email:  james@woolcottsurveys.com.au 
 
 
Dear Woolcott Surveys 
 
Additional Information Required for Planning Application PLN-22-02018 - Silo Development 
including Ancillary Buildings & New Access (Vary 26.4.1 P1 building height) at Powranna Road 
(CT198031/1), Longford 
 
I refer to the abovementioned application, which has been further reviewed by Council’s Planners. 
The following information is required to allow consideration of your application under the Northern 
Midlands Interim Planning Scheme 2013: 
 
As referenced in your email dated 20/09/2022 
1. Landscaping plan by Inspiring Place; 
2. Photo montages by Another Perspective; 
3. Updated Traffic Impact Assessment by Midson Traffic; and 
4. Updated Planning Report 
 
Therefore, in accordance with Section 54 of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993, the 
statutory period for processing the application will not recommence until the requested information 
has been supplied to the satisfaction of the Planning Authority.  It is a requirement of the Planning 
Authority that all correspondence, if emailed, is sent to planning@nmc.tas.gov.au and referenced 
with the planning application number PLN-22-0218.  If you have any queries, please contact Council’s 
Planning Section on 6397 7301, or e-mail planning@nmc.tas.gov.au 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
Ryan Robinson 
Planner  
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5th September 2022  

 
Attn: Ben Seamer 
 XLD Commodities 

6 Russell Street,  
Evandale TAS 

 
Email: ben@xldcommodities.com 

Our ref: 2150 - BoD 

Your ref: 

Dear Ben,  

 

Planning Application – Powranna Road, Powranna (PID: 6748167) 

Stormwater and sediment Runoff, Basis of Design 

IPD Consulting Pty Ltd (IPD) have been engaged by XLD commodities (XLD) to develop a basis of 

design for the stormwater runoff at the proposed grain bunker development located on Powranna Road 

(PID: 6748167), Powranna.  

1 Project Understanding  

IPD understand the proposed development will comprise a series of engineered hardstands which will 

support grain silos, storage sheds and grain bunkers. Due to the nature of engineered pavements, 

these areas will effectively become impervious resulting in increased stormwater runoff. 

Due to an increase in stormwater runoff and proposed land use, onsite sediment detention basins will 

be required to manage discharged stormwater quality. 

2 Design Basis 

IPD propose to provide a stormwater management system which facilitates erosion and sediment 

control in line with current industry standards. In this instance, IPD recommend Part D – Erosion and 

Sediment Control of the department of state growth (DSG) specification Sec 176 – Environmental 

Management is adopted.  

This specification requires the sediment and erosion control system to be in accordance with the 

International Erosion Control Association ‘Best Practice Erosion and Sediment Control’ (IECA, 2008). 

The sediment control infrastructure will likely comprise a Type C sediment basin – a general 

arrangement of such provided in Appendix A. The sediment basin would be sized to, as a minimum: 

• Accommodate a min. of 50% of the 1EY event in the settlement zone; and 

• Provide emergency discharge capacity for up to a 2% AEP event. 

3 Site Context 

To provide an order of magnitude of the required size for the sediment basin, using the above design 

basis, IPD have undertaken a high-level assessment. The results of which summarised below: 

• For an IECA compliant Type C or type F/D sediment basin for this site, a single sediment 

basin would be in the order of 20m wide x 75m long.  

• Over and above the IECA requirements, if stormwater detention is required, approximately 

0.9 ML of pre-storm capacity would be required for the 1:20 AEP. 
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IPD Consulting Pty Ltd                      2 
Infrastructure Planning & Design 

A nominal footprint and location for an IECA compliant sediment basin is provided in the catchment 

plan attached as Appendix B. 

4 Detailed Design 

Upon approval of the development application a detailed design of the stormwater network and its 

accompanying erosion and sediment control system would be required. The above design basis may 

be slightly altered during the detailed design; however, the design philosophy would remain. 

 

 

We would be happy to discuss any aspect of the above. If you require any further information or 

clarification on any of the above details, please don’t hesitate to contact me on Mob: 0447 276 449 or 

Email: sfisher@ipdconsulting.com.au  

 

Kind regards, 

 

 

Sean Fisher 

Senior Civil Engineer, BE, CPEng, MIEAust, NER, RPEQ 
 

IPD Consulting Pty Ltd 
 

 

Attachments: 

Appendix A. Sediment Basin – Typical Arrangement 

Appendix B. Catchment Overview – Design vs Existing 
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FOR PLANNINGThe Essential First Step.
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14/11/2022 

REF No: PLN-22-0218 

Site: POWRANNA RD (CT198031-1), CRESSY 

Proposal: Silo Development 

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTION 

The latest submission for the development of Silo’s on Powranna Road is yet another attempt at 
gaslighting the local council into not taking a stance against a poorly located and arguably unnecessary 
corporate development. 

The development does not value add, provides minimal full-time employment (1-2 full time positions, as 
stated in the road use assessment) and simply skims profits from the region through the provision of grain 
storage facilities that would be better located on-farm. 

Unlike other surrounding operations, where farmers live on the land that they manage, this operation will 
not have anyone living on site, so there will be little incentive to deal with the likes of late-night noise and 
light pollution. 

Although the developer interprets the purpose of the Rural Resource Zone to in no way protect residential 
amenity, it must be recognized that there are existing farmers living in the area who have rights under 
Zone Purpose Statement 26.1.1.3 environmental and landscape values. Many of the surrounding 
farmhouses were soldier-settlement construction, built close to existing roads in the days prior to the 24/7 
corporate agriculture mentality and associated traffic concerns. Without family farmers in the region, the 
Northern Midlands becomes like the Circular Head region of Tasmania, where short-term corporate greed 
has been allowed to swallow traditional family farming, at the cost of the local community and 
environment. 

The response to section P4A of 26.3.1 shows that the developer pays absolutely no regard to carbon 
dioxide emissions, light pollution, impact on migratory and local bird species, or noise or carbon emissions 
associated with the thousands of truck movements the facility will generate. It is required under section P4 
that the developer must demonstrate that the emissions are not likely to cause an environmental 
nuisance. With no bird and bat study conducted, no noise assessment performed and no carbon analysis 
presented, the developer can not state with confidence that there will be no environmental impacts from 
the construction and operation of the site. 

The supplied traffic study claims a 245m siting distance to the east of the site, whereas a ground-truthing 
of the site reveals this number is closer to 160m because of the trees at the blind corner on which the site 
access is located. This vegetation provides bird habitat and carbon sequestration along with wind and 
shade protection to the neighbouring paddock. The authors of the traffic study propose clearing the 
vegetation with no regard to the above considerations. Placing an entry point for a site which will be 
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regularly used by slow moving fully loaded B-double trucks, within 80m of a 100km/hr blind corner is 
nothing short of stupidity and pays scant regard to the safety of existing road users. 

The developer attempts to justify yet another poorly planned and executed site by pointing at those that 
have been previously approved by the council. Just because previous administrations have been too weak 
to stand up to developers that bully them into poorly planned solutions sprawled across the countryside, 
does not mean that the council should continue to back such decisions going forward. The same could be 
said toward carbon emissions, the treatment of women or abuse of minorities. Just because societies poor 
behaviour in the past was once considered acceptable, does not mean that this behaviour should be 
allowed to continue. 

It is apparent that the developer’s intent expands beyond the proposed site. If it does not, then where is 
the submission for an environmental covenant with this application? Future developments will simply be 
expanded by scope creep, with the justification that if we’ve already done X, then we are just adding X+1, 
similar to their justification with regard to previously allowed and poorly sited facilities. 

We need to stop cutting up agricultural land for poorly located and unnecessary facilities. Grain trading 
should be moved online, and post-harvest storage should be provided on-farm in order to limit carbon 
emissions and truck traffic, especially during evenings when the risk to road users and native wildlife is at 
its greatest, especially given that the now endangered Tasmanian Devils are known to reside in the area. 
On farm storage greatly reduces night-time road use during the harvest season. Any dedicated export 
collection facilities should be located near railheads to ensure the lowest possible carbon emissions and 
allow the use of rail with its 75% reduction in CO2 emissions when compared to traditional truck transit. 

This proposed facility is poorly located, provides minimal economic benefit to the region, takes productive 
farmland out of operation and is not in compliance with current development rules. These rules exist for a 
reason, and the proposed installation is simply an attempt to circumvent these rules for short-term 
economic gain that will leave a long-term scar on the face of the landscape. 

Regards, 

 

Thomas Mills, B.Eng (Aero) 

Energy Consultant 

Energy ROI Pty Ltd 

366 Panshanger Rd,Longford, Tasmania, 7301 
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Tracey Taylor 

189 Chintah Road, CRESSY 7302 

 

General Manager 

Northern Midlands Council 

Planning@nmc.tas.gov.au 

 

14 November 2022 

Re: Representation on PLN-22-0218 – Powranna Road – Silo Development 

I am writing to re-express my objection to the above development. Given the points raised in my previous 

objection have not been addressed in the new application, I am resubmitting that objection along with some 

other key matters of concern. Below are some highlighted quotes from the proposal with my objections 

underneath. 

P2 – “The relocation of the facility 7km to the west will not attract new or additional traffic to Powranna 

Road.”  

• It is hard to believe that this sentence is correct with an increased capacity of grain storage. Even if 

the sentence is correct re traffic ENTERING Powranna Road, there will definitely be more traffic on 

the 7km stretch from the old site to the proposed site. The increased traffic along this stretch of 

Road is one of my concerns and has not been addressed.  

• This stretch of Powranna Road is through an area of already high road kill, is narrow and does not 

have full road markings. Travelling this road cannot be compared to travelling the short distance 

from the Midland Highway to the existing site. There is also a school bus route along this road from 

the Mt Joy / Chintah Crossroads to Cressy every morning and afternoon which provides different 

traffic conditions than at the current site. 

• Information on the modelling of excess traffic along the extra 7 km of Powranna Road and the 

effect on wildlife and potential impact on other road users had not been provided. 

• I am concerned that moving the site the 7km will negatively impact the smaller feeder roads onto 

Powranna Road, in particular Woolmers Lane, Panshanger Road, Chintah Road and Mt Joy Road. 

These roads are narrow, with no verges, single lane bridges and are only meant for local traffic use 

only. 

• It would be reasonable to expect that truck drivers will take these roads as they present shorter, 

quicker routes as a pose to travelling to the Midland Highway and back along Powranna Road. 

• There has not been any recognition of this issue in the application and no modelling of potential 

increased road use. 

• This issue has not been addressed in the application  

• Information on the communications and consultation that will be undertaken with truck drivers 

on the routes available to them to get to the site has not been provided. 

• Information on the penalties there may be if truck drivers do not use a preferred route has not 

been provided. 

• Information on how local land owners and residents can report trucks who are using the feeder 

roads has not been provided. 
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P4 – “The development of silos and a grain handling facility is specifically for the processing and storing of 

grain for dispatch.” 

• What processing will be undertaken on the site? Is this a processing facility or a storage facility? How 

does this fit into the definition of Clause 8.2 of the Northern Midlands Interim Planning Scheme as 

quoted? 

• Information on the type of process that will be undertaken at the site has not been provided. 

P4 – “The purpose of the zone is not to protect residential amenity, but to protect agricultural uses to 

ensure long term sustainability of the sector.” 

• Concerns for road safety, for all road users and wildlife is not, I believe, ‘protecting residential 

amenity’. 

• Grain will attract pest birds and potentially deer, which in turn could have a negative effect on 

primary industry uses, through either increased numbers destroying local crops, or through the 

management practices, which have not been detailed in the proposal. 

• This development is potentially contra-indicative of the quoted “Local Area Objectives under Clause 

26.1.2 (a) Primary Industries:  Resources for primary industries make a significant contribution to the 

rural  economy and primary industry uses are to be protected for long-term sustainability” by having 

a negative effect on the long-term sustainability of the surrounding primary industry businesses and 

uses. 

• Details on how the site will make a significant contribution to the rural economy above and 

beyond the contribution made at the existing site has not been provided 

• Information on how pest animals will be managed without any impact on the long-term 

sustainability of the surrounding primary production has not been provided 

• LISTMap identifies areas of high soil waterlogging hazard in the immediate vicinity of the proposal 

along with patches of moderate to high soil salinity hazard. Once again, this has not been considered 

in the proposal.  

• Details of how the soils will be managed with compaction and potential waterlogging when wet 

has not been provided including: how much potential run off its effect on areas of high salinity. 

Details on the ground preparation appropriate to the soil type and information on how that soil 

can withstand heavy vehicle traffic has not been provided.  

P5 – “The harvest period runs from December to April each year (5 months). On average, the site will 

receive 22 trucks a day over this period. Outside of the harvest period (May – November), the site will 

receive an average of 7 trucks per day.” 

• How are these truck movements calculated? In looking at the figures, these numbers appear low 

based on the potential storage capacity of the facility. Do they account for 2 truck movements per 

delivery to the site (one to deliver the grain and the truck returning empty)? Do they account for 2 

truck movements from the site when it is emptied? How many times during the season would it be 

filled and emptied?  

• Details on how the truck movements have been calculated including expected volumes of grain to 

be stored at the site, how many times the site is expected to be filled, when the emptying will be 

occurring and the average weight of each load have not been provided to back-up the stated 

numbers on the proposal. 

P5 – “The site will be registered under the Tasmanian Governments Biodiversity Act under which XLD 

currently operate. The practices and activities of the site will be governed by the policies and procedures 

set out in that Act.” 
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• A search of www.legislation.tas.gov.au  for the term ‘biodiversity’ does not bring up a Biodiversity 

Act for the Tasmanian Government.  

• Information on the relevant Tasmanian Legislation, including Acts and Regulations has not been 

provided along with how the proposal will be addressing the Acts and Regulations. 

• The Proposal does not address any potential environmental impacts caused by the increased traffic, 

and potential light and noise pollution. The potential impacts on the local fauna could be significant 

due not only to the increased vehicles on the road, but also noise, light and the availability of grain 

attracting birds who may not normally reside in the region and have a negative effect on the local 

fauna. 

• LISTMap details several Conservation Significant Fauna along the length of Powranna Road to the 

proposed site. It could be reasonable to assume that increased heavy traffic could adversely affect 

these animals directly via roadkill and indirectly via noise. Species identified include: Banded 

lapwing; Common starling; Common eastern froglet or brown froglet; Red-necked wallaby; Common 

brown butterfly; Tasmanian bettong. Of greater concern is the identification of Tasmanian Devil, a 

threatened species, at a number of points right along Powranna Rd. Given the precarious nature of 

this species, even one extra roadkill event would be significant. 

• There are also five Raptor Nests identified within 5-10km radius of the site. 

• No information on the effect of both light and noise pollution on the local fauna has been 

included. 

• No information has been provided on how the increased availability of grain could affect the other 

bird species in the area and consequently the raptor population?  

P5 - Practically speaking, any chemical used will most likely be contained within the sealed silo. 

• No confirmation that the grain stored in the bunkers will not have chemical used on it has been 

provided. The term ‘most likely’ is ambiguous and does not provide any level of confidence around 

what chemicals may be use, where they are to be used and when. 

P5 - XLD has a Bird Management Policy which has been successfully implemented at the existing handling 

site. A similar policy would be actioned at the new site. 

• No details of the current Bird Management Policy and how the successful implementation has 

been measured along with the proposed amended policy to be actioned on the proposed site have 

been provided. 

In summary, I am not averse to any development as long as it is in the right place. There are many 

unanswered questions on this proposal, and the information in some cases is either incorrect (ie reference 

to Biodiversity Act) or difficult to understand (how the number of trucks was calculated). Based on the lack 

of transparency, the many unanswered questions, some incorrect information in the proposal I believe it 

should not go ahead in any form or capacity in the prosed location. 

This site is not the right place. The development should be near an existing Highway or railway, not in a 

prime agricultural land zone. Further development at the existing site would be more appropriate or a site 

on the Midland Highway itself. 

Kind regards 

 

Tracey Taylor 
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The following pages are from my original submission where the concerns have not been addressed in the 

updated proposal and therefore still stand. 
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Tracey Taylor 

189 Chintah Road, CRESSY 7302 

 

General Manager 

Northern Midlands Council 

Planning@nmc.tas.gov.au 

 

18 August 2022 

Re: Representation on PLN-22-0156 – Powranna Road – Silo Development 

I am writing to express my objection to the above Development Application. As a resident of Chintah Road, I 

am not only concerned about the impact on me personally, but also the impact on the wider community and 

the local environment.  

Increased Road Traffic: 

The proposal provides details on the expected increase in traffic on Powranna Road but ignores the other 

roads in the vicinity. It would be naïve to assume that all of the extra vehicular traffic would be confined to 

Powranna Road and reasonable to assume that feeder roads, such as Mt Joy Rd, Chintah Rd, and Panshanger 

Rd would be negatively impacted by traffic. These smaller roads are narrow, have very few road markings 

and guideposts, very shallow (or sometimes non-existent) shoulders and single lane bridge crossings. These 

roads are not suitable for an increase in traffic and particularly heavy vehicles – which it is my understanding 

are not, allowed to travel on them without permits. If that is the case, then who will monitor the traffic on 

these roads and ensure the regulations are met? 

Effect on Fauna: 

The Proposal does not address any potential environmental impacts caused by the increased traffic, and 

potential light and noise pollution. The potential impacts on the local fauna could be significant due not only 

to the increased vehicles on the road, but also noise, light and the availability of grain attracting birds who 

may not normally reside in the region and have a negative effect on the local fauna. 

LISTMap details several Conservation Significant Fauna along the length of Powranna Road to the proposed 

site. It could be reasonable to assume that increased heavy traffic could adversely affect these animals 

directly via roadkill and indirectly via noise. Species identified include: Banded lapwing; Common starling; 

Common eastern froglet or brown froglet; Red-necked wallaby; Common brown butterfly; Tasmanian 

bettong. Of greater concern is the identification of Tasmanian Devil, a threatened species, at a number of 

points right along Powranna Rd. Given the precarious nature of this species, even one extra roadkill event 

would be significant. 

There are also five Raptor Nests identified within 5-10km radius of the site. What consideration has been 

given to noise and light pollution? Will the availability of grain effect the other bird species in the area and 

consequently the raptor population? I am not, by any means an expert in this area, but I believe these 

important questions must be considered and subsequently investigated. 

Effect on Soils: 

LISTMap also identifies areas of high soil waterlogging hazard in the immediate vicinity of the proposal along 

with patches of moderate to high soil salinity hazard. Once again, this has not been considered in the 

proposal. How will the soils be managed with compaction and potential waterlogging when wet. What is the 
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potential run off and will that feed into the areas of high salinity risk? Is the ground preparation appropriate 

to the soil type? Can the soils withstand ongoing heavy vehicle traffic? 

Biosecurity Risk: 

Will there be a truck washdown bay? If so, how would the run-off be managed given the risks of salinity and 

water-logging?  What has the risk of contamination been assessed as? Is there an expectation that trucks will 

travel to the Powranna Washdown bay to clean down? Is this distance deemed acceptable? Once again, 

questions that I believe need to be addressed in this proposal. 

In summary, I believe that the proposal has not considered the impact of the facility on the environment and 

the community and that the site is not appropriate for such a development. I cannot see how this 

development will offer any benefit to the community at the proposed site and believe that a more 

appropriate site closer to the Highway and near other similar developments would be more appropriate.   

 

Regards 

Tracey Taylor 
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Metier

Mr Des Jennings

Northern  Midlands  Council

Via email:  planning@nmc.tas.@ov.au

14th November  2022

Dear  MrJennings,

RE: Representation  Against  PLN -  2022  -  0218,  Powranna  Road,  Cressy

Thank  you  for  the  opportunity  to provide  a representation  against  the  proposed  Resource

Processing grain storage facility to be located on Certificate of  Title  198031/1,  Powranna  Road

Cressy.  I act  on behalf  of Mayfield  Farms  (Tas), an adjoining  landowner.

1.  The use does  not  demonstrate  compliance  with  Clause  23.3.1  Discretionary  Uses if not  a

single  dwelling.

Discretionary  uses must  be assessed  against  the  Use Standards  in the  Zone.  The proposal  fails  to

demonstrate  it meets  Clause  26.3 Use Standards.  Below  is an assessment  of  the  proposal  against  the

Use Standards.

It is worth  pointing  out  that  the  use is not  an "Agricultural  Use" as argued  by the  applicants

Agriculture  is defined  by the Planning  Scheme  as,

"agricultural  use means use of the land for  propagating, cultivating or harvesting plants or for

keeping and breeding of animals, excluding pets. /t includes the handling, packing or storing of plant
and animal produce for  dispatch to processors. /t includes controlled environment agriculture,

intensive tree farming  and plantation  forestry."

XLD is the  processor,  not  the  farmer.  The application  must  address  26.3.1  Discretionary  Uses if not  a

single  dwelling,  Pl,  P3 and P4 rather  than  trying  to side step  these  clauses  by erroneously

categorising  the  use as, "Agricultural".

Application  documentation  still  retains  reference  to fertiliser  storage.  The storage  and then

distribution  to purchasers  of  fertiliser  and potentially  other  relevant  cropping  consumables  is more

appropriately  classified  as Bulky  Goods  Sales. This use is Discretionary  within  the  zone,  If for  rural

supplies,  landscape  supplies  and timber  yard.

26.3 Use Standards

1
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26.3.1  Discretionary  Uses if not  a single  dwelling

Metier

Objective
 I

a) To provide  for  an appropriate  mix  of uses that  support  the  Local  Area  Objectives  and the  I
location  of  discretionary  uses in the  rural  resources  zone  does  not  unnecessarily  i
compromise  the  consolidation  of  commercial  and industrial  uses to identified  nodes  of
settlement  or purpose-built  precincts.

b) To protect  the  long-term  productive  capacity  of  prime  agricultural  land by minimising
conversion  of  the  land to non-agricultural  uses or uses not  dependent  on the  soil as a
growth  medium,  unless  an overriding  benefit  to the region  can be demonstrated.
c) To minimise  the  conversion  of  non-prime  land to a non-primary  industry  use except  where
that  land  cannot  be practically  utilised  for  primary  industry  purposes.
d) Uses are located  such that  they  do not  unreasonably  confine  or restrain  the  operation  of
primary  industry  uses.

e) Uses are suitable  within  the  context  of  the  locality  and do not  create  an unreasonable
adverse  impact  on existing  sensitive  uses or local  infrastructure.
f) The  visual  impacts  of use are appropriately  managed  to integrate  with  the  surrounding
rural  landscape.

Acceptable  Solution Performance  Criteria Assessment
Al  If for  permitted  or no

permit  required  uses.

I

I

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

P1.1 It must  be demonstrated

that  the  use is consistent  with
local  area objectives  for  the
provision  of  non-primary

industry  uses in the  zone,  if
applicable;  and

P1.2 Business  and professional

services  and general  retail  and
hire  must  not  exceed  a

combined  gross  floor  area of
250m2  over  the  site.

The local  area objective  states,

Local Area  Objectives

a) Primary  Industries:

Resources  for  primary

industries  make  a significant

contribution  to the rural

economy  and primary  industry

uses are to be protected  for
long-term  sustainability.

The prime  and non-prime

agricultural  land  resource

provides  for  variable  and

diverse  agricultural  and

primary  industry  production

which  will  be protected

, through  individual

consideration  of  the  local
I

context.

IProcessing and services  can

augment  the  productivity  of
primary  industries  in a

locality  and are supported

where  they  are related  to

primary  industry  uses and
the  long-term  sustainability  of
the  resource  is not  unduly

compromised.
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The  proposed  use puts  in  '

jeopardy  the  long-term

sustainability  of  surrounding

Resource  Development  uses.

The  proposal  does  not

demonstrate  why  this  is a

suitable  location.  The  proposal

is incompatible  when

considered  in relation  to  the

local  context  for  both  visual

impact  and  impact  on the

operation  of  surrounding

farming  properties.

The  proposal  does  not

demonstrate  compliance  with

PI.I
42 If for  permitted  or  no

permit  required  uses.

P2.1  Utilities,  extractive

industries  and  controlled

environment  agriculture

located  on prime  agricultural

land  must  demonstrate  that

the:

i) amount  of  land

alienated/converted  is
minimised;

and

ii) location  is reasonably

required  for  operational

efficiency;  and

P2.2 Uses  other  than  utilities,

extractive  industries  or

controlled  environment

agriculture  located  on prime

agricultural  land,  must

demonstrate  that  the

conversion

of  prime  agricultural  land  to

that  use will  result  in a

significant  benefit  to  the

region  having  regard  to the

economig  social  and

environmental  costs  and

benefits.

P2.1

Not  relevant

P2.2

Not  relevant  the  land  has a

Capability  of  Class  4.

I

A3 If for  permitted  or  no

permit  required  uses.

P3 The  conversion  of  non-

prime  agricultural  to non-

P3

The  land  is non-prime

agricultural  land.  The  use of
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I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

agricultural  use must

demonstrate  that:

a) the  amount  of  land

converted  is minimised  having

regard  to:

i) existing  use and

development  on the  land;  and

ii) surrounding  use and

development;  and

iii)  topographical  constraints;

or

b) the  site  is practically

incapable  of  supporting  an

agricultural  use or  being

included  with  other  land  for

agricultural  or  other  primary

industry  use, due  to factors  '

such  as:

i) limitations  created  by any

existing  use and/or
development  surrounding  the

site;  and

ii) topographical  features;  and

iii) poor  capability  of  the  land

for  primary  industry;  or

c) the  location  of  the  use on

the  site  is reasonably  required

for  operational  efficiency.

Resource  Processing  is not  an

'Agricultural  Use'  it is a

processing  use.

a) No assessment  has

been  undertaken

regarding  minimising

the  conversion  from

agricultural  use.

b)  No assessment  has

been  undertaken

demonstrating  that

the  site  is incapable  of

supporting  an

agricultural  use.  Plainly

it is used  for  this  now.

c) No assessment  has

been  undertaking

showing  that  this

location  is required  for

operational  efficiency.

A site  adjacent  to  the

Midlands  Highway

would  be the  most

logical  location  for  an

operation  of  this  scale.

The  proposal  does  not

demonstrate  compliance  with

P3 a), b) or  c).
A4  If for  permitted  or  no

permit  required  uses.

P4 It must  be demonstrated

that:

a) emissions  are  not  likely  to

cause  an environmental

nuisance;  and

b) primary  industry  uses  will

not  be unreasonably  confined

or restrained  from  conducting

normal  operations;  and

c) the  capacity  of  the  local

road  network  can

accommodate

the  traffic  generated  by the

use.

P4

The  use is not  an "Agricultural

Use"  as defined  by the

Planning  Scheme.

a) The  proposal  fails  to

demonstrate  that

emissions,  particularly

noise  and  odour  will

not  cause

environmental  impact

to  the  surrounding

agricultural  land  and

to  the  sensitive  use
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I
I

I

I
I

I

I

I

located  with  210m  of

the  boundary.  No

consideration  has

been  given  to light  spill

impacting  the  sensitive

use.

b)  Adjoining  land  owners

have  concerns

regarding  the

management  of

biosecurity.

It is observed  that

very  large  flocks  of

white  cockatoos  are

present  around  XLD's

existing  bunker  facility.

When  the  tarp  for  the

bunker  is pulled  back

for  loading  and

unloading  it is not  .

possible  to  control

birds  feeding.  It

therefore  follows  that

the  surrounding

cropping  land  will  be

impacted  from  an

' increase  in activity

I from  birds.  For

example,  poppy  crops

will  no longer  be a via

option.

No information  has

been  provided

regarding  waste

management.  It is

inevitable  that  some

spillage  and  spoilage

will  take  place  even

with  good  practices.

c) The  traffic  impact

assessment  does  not

provide  sufficient

evidence  that  this

section  of  Powranna
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I
I
I

I

I
I

Road  can safely  handle

the  volume  and  size of

trucks.

The restricted  width  of ,

Powranna  Road,  i.e,

5m pavement  width

(non-compliance  with

LGAT  Standard

Drawing  TSD-ROO2-v2

"Rural  Roads  Sealed")

is of  great  concern.

Council  should

consider  road

damage/maintenance
issues  and place  a

reasonable  limit  on

truck  numbers.  In the

absence  of  this

Powranna  Road needs

upgrading.

The  proposal  does  not

demonstrate  compliance  with

P4 a), b) & c).
45  The  use must:

a) be permitted  or  no permit

required;  or

b) be located  in an existing

building.

I
I

I

' P5 It must  be demonstrated

that  the  visual  appearance  of

the  use is consistent  with  the

local  area  having  regard

to:

a) the  impacts  on skylines  and  ,
ridgelines;  and

b) visibility  from  public  roads;

and

c) the  visual  impacts  of  storage

of  materials  or  equipment;

and

d) the  visual  impacts  of

vegetation  clearance  or

retention;

and

e) the  desired  future  character

statements.

' P5

The  proposal  will  be visible

from  Powranna  Road.  The

height  of  the  silos  will  not  be

consistent  with  the  local  area.

The  applicant  has selected  an

area  that  is too  large  to fit  the

definition  of  'Local  Area".  A 15

KM radius  is inappropriate.  In
this  context  the  middle  of

Powranna  Road  does  not

contain  the  build  up of  uses

that  have  been  encouraged  to

locate  in accordance  with  the

adopted  strategy  document,

"NMC  Rural  Processing

Centre"  at either  end  on

Powranna  Road.
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The  proposal  does  not

demonstrate  compliance  with

P5.

The  application  does  not  consider  the  sensitive  use located  within  210m  of  the  boundary  of  the
proposal  (927  Powranna  Rd), nor  the  sensitive  use located  within  322m  of  the  boundary  of  the
proposal  (71 Chintah  Rd). Clause  26.3.1  P3 & P4 require  consideration  of  surrounding  uses.  The  scale
of  the  operation  indicates  that  issues  of  noise  and  odour  will  impact  these  uses.

2. The  application  does  not  demonstrate  compliance  with  26.4.1  Building  Location  and
Appearance.

26.4  Development  Standards

26.4.1  Building  Location  and  Appearance

Objective

To ensure  that  the:

a) ability  to conduct  extractive  industries  and  resource  development  will  not  be constrained
by conflict  with  sensitive  uses;  and

b) development  of  buildings  is unobtrusive  and  complements  the  character  of  the  landscape.
Acceptable  Solution Performance  Criteria Assessment
Al  Building  height  must  not

exceed:

a) 8m for  dwellings;  or

b) 12m  for  other  purposes.
I

I

I

I
I

Pl  Building  height  must:

a) be unobtrusive  and

complement  the

character  of  the  surrounding

landscape;

and

b) protect  the  amenity  of

adjoining  uses

from  adverse  impacts  as a

result  of  the

proposal.

I

PI

a) The  height  of  silo  type

1 is proposed  to  be

18.3m  -  this  exceeds

Al  by 6.3m.  Quite

clearly  the  silo's  will  be

, obtrusive,  and  they  do

not  complement  the

i character of the
surrounding

landscape,  which  is

farmland  in this  area.

The middle  section  of

Powranna  Road is very

different  in character

to  either  end  of

Powranna  Rd, where

industrial  agricultural

uses  have  been

encouraged  to  locate

7
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I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

in accordance  with  the

adopted  strategy

document,  "NMC

Rural  Processing

Centre".  The

applicants  have  drawn

the  local  area  to  be a

radius  of  15km  in

order  to  pull  all of  the

large  structures

located  in the

surrounding  area.  It

also  includes  Cressy

and Longford.

What  their  map

actually  highlights  is

the  centre  of  the  map

is exclusively  farm

land.

No account  appears  to

be taken  of  the  slope

of  the  land  in

preparing  the  photo

montage.  This  is

understandable  as the

site  plan  does  not

account  for  site  levels

and  it is probable  that

i cut  and  fill  will  be

i required.  As proposed
I the  silos  will  be  I

located  on  a high  point  '

in the  surrounding

landscape  meaning

that  the  setback  and

landscaping  does  not

assist  in mitigating  the

visual  impact.

In addition,  no

mention  is made  of

grain  elevators,  which

will  further  increase

the  height  of  the

structures.
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I

I

I

I
I
I

I

i The proposal  does  not

 demonstrate  compliance

 with  PI(a).  The height  of
the  silos  is obtrusive,  and

the  bulk  and scale  of  the

development  does  not

complement  the  character

of  the  surrounding

landscape  which  is grazing

and  cropping  land.

3. The application  does  not  demonstrate  compliance  with  El Bushfire  Code

It is noted  that  the  plan included  in the  Midson  Traffic  Report  still  has one  shed as containing
'fertiliser'.  It is requested  that  any  permit  prohibited  the  storage  of  fertiliser  on the site.

4. The application  does  not  demonstrate  compliance  with  Code  E4 Road and Rail Assets

The application  will  result  in additional  traffic  movements  on Powranna  Road. The traffic
movements  are also travelling  further  along  Powranna  Road.  The pavement  width  of
Powranna  Road is only  5m.  This does  not  comply  with  the  LGAT standards  and is unsafe.
Please  find  below  comments  from  Mark  Pet'rusma:

Comment  from  Mark  Petrusma  Traffic  Engineer  GHD

*  Existing  uses

o  The application  states  that  the  proposed  development  site  would  accommodate
existing  uses only  -  with  existing  facilities  relocated  from  other  sites  on Powranna
Road and Midland  Highway  only.  However,  the  application  does  not  provide  any
information  on decommissioning  the  existing  sites  or  voiding  any existing  permits.  If
this  application  is approved,  the  proponent  would  technically  be able  to operate
from  all four  sites.  Or alternatively,  the existing  silos  and sheds  under  lease  to  the
proponent  could  be leased  to another  operator,  without  requiring  planning
approvals.  This means  that  the  traffic  to and from  the  proposed  development  site
should  be considered  additional,  rather  than  a reduction,  as claimed  in the  TIA.

o In this  context,  the  application  has not  adequately  addressed  the  increase  in vehicle
trips  along  Powranna  Road (the  full  length),  or the  intersections  at either  end
(Powranna Road / Midland Highway  and Powranna  Road / Cressy  Road) in
accordance  with  performance  criteria  of  Clause  E4.6.1.

@ Design  standard  of  Powranna  Road

9
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o The TIA is silent  on the  existing  geometric  deficiencies  on Powranna  Road,  or  the
impacts  that  increased  truck  traffic  may  have on existing  road  users  given  the
existing  geometric  deficiencies.  Section  2.1 of  the  TIA describes  Powranna  Road as
having  a sealed  width  of  approximately  5 metres  with  narrow  unsealed  shoulders,
carrying  around  1000  vehicles  per  day and up to 20% heavy  vehicles.

o LGAT Standard  Drawing  TSD-RO2-v2  "Rural  Roads Sealed"  specifies  the  design
standard  for  a rural  road  carrying  AADT  volumes  of 300-2000  vehicles  per  day with
greater  than  10%  heavy  vehicles  as follows:

ii  6.0 metre  sealed  width

0.4 metre  sealed  shoulders  (if  edge line is provided)
ffl O.5 metres  gravel  shoulders.

o The existing  road  falls  significantly  short  of  this  requirement.  It is likely  that  for
trucks  to pass (both  trucks  and other  vehicles)  this  would  need  to occur  at very  low
speed,  and in some  situations  requiring  one  vehicle  to leave  the  sealed  carriageway.
The proposed  increase  in heavy  vehicle  traffic  on Powranna  Road will  significantly
increase  the  number  of  interactions  between  trucks  and other  road users  and,
combined  with  the  substandard  horizontal  width  of  the  road,  has the  potential  to
cause impacts  to both  traffic  efficiency  and the  level  of  safety.

o  The application  has not  adequately  addressed  whether  the  proposed  development
would  "maintain  an adequate  level  of  safety  and efficiency  of road users'  in
accordance  with  performance  criteria  of  Clause E4.6.1  particularly  given  the  existing
geometric  deficiencies  on Powranna  Road. It is likely  that  there  would  be some
impact  to road  users,  however  the  TIA and the  application  do not  address  this  in any
way.

*  Turn  lanes  at the site access

o  The revised  TIA recommends  that  an Austroads  BAR treatment  be provided  at the
access point.  I agree  with  this  recommendation.  However,  given  that  around  half  of
the  entering  traffic  would  turn  left  into  the  site,  a basic  left  turn  (BAL) treatment
would  also be warranted  and should  be provided.

o The two  combined  treatments  would  require  a road  width  of  12.5  metres  plus
appropriate  shoulders,  drainage  and verge.  The application  has not  investigated  the
feasibility  of  constructing  the  site  access and all associated  road  works  without
impacting  on adjacent  properties  or impacting  on roadside  clear  zones.  Design
drawings  should  be prepared  to demonstrate  that  the  access and road  works  will
not  cause additional  impacts.

The application  has failed  to demonstrate  compliance  with  the  following  clauses  of  the  planning
scheme:

*  26.3.1  P1.1

@ 26.3.1  P3

*  26.3.1  P4

@ 26.3.1  P5

*  26.4.1  Pi(a)  Building  Location  and Appearance
*  El Bushfire  Code

10
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*  E4 Road and Rail Assets  Code

In addition  to the  clauses  of  the planning  scheme  that  the  proposal  fails  to meet,  the proposal  also
does  not  further  the strategic  intent  of  the  Northern  Midlands  Council  by proposing  to locate  a rural
processing  operation  outside  of  the  designated  areas identified  by Council  in the  endorsed
document  "NMC  Rural  Processing  Centre".

The  application  should  be refused  by Council.

Kind Regards

Claire  Gregg

Town  Planner

11
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